
IM#: 18-0105651

Currency
casegoods
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Versatile and durable, Currency® offers a range of cost-effective, 

laminate workstation solutions for all types of offices. With 

a broad statement of line, it provides workers with choice and 

control while bringing the natural appearance and warmth of 

wood into the workplace.

Adaptable Workspace
for Every Office

IM#: 19-0120583



IM#: 18-0105652

IM#: 17-0079310
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Personalizing Space 
and Customizing Storage

05
IM#: 18-0105646
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IM#: 19-0121727

Workwall offers the ability to personalize offices by 

allowing workers to define individual and collaborative 

workspaces, and create privacy without boundaries. 

With open and closed storage options, versatile 

styling, and quality construction, Currency adapts to 

a variety of needs and complements both traditional 

and modern work environments. 
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Blends Well  
With Others

With a range of durable surface materials as well as compatible 

dimensions, Currency seamlessly blends with many other applications 

and product lines, including Steelcase Elective Elements®, Answer™,  

Migration™ and Ology™.

IM#: 18-0105648 IM#: 18-0105649 



Adapts to Any Environment

Versatile and durable, Currency offers a range of cost-effective, laminate 

workstation solutions for all types of offices. With a broad statement of line, 

it provides workers choice and control while bringing the natural appearance 

and warmth of wood into the workplace.
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IM#: 18-0101862 

IM#: 18-0105647



Elective Elements
desk systems

IM#: 14-0003192



IM#: 14-0003186  |  SM: ELECTIVE ELEMENTS (STORM WENGE LAMINATE, ARCTIC WHITE LEG, WINTER BACK PAINTED GLASS),  
V.I.A., MASSAUD LOUNGE AND OTTOMAN (KVADRAT COLLECTION DIVINA MD 813), BINDU CHAIR (GAMUT SPRUCE)

Highly Coveted. Highly Versatile.  

Refined, sophisticated design. Rich, extensive material options. Flexible, 

purposeful applications. Elective Elements® seamlessly blends style, craftsmanship 

and performance to support today’s diverse and demanding workplaces.
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IM#: 14-0003189  |  SM: ELECTIVE ELEMENTS (STORM WENGE LAMINATE, BRONZE LEG, TRUFFLE BACK PAINTED GLASS),  
SIENTO CHAIR (ELMOSOFT LEATHER PARCHMENT), DASH LIGHT, BINDU CHAIR (GAMUT SPRUCE)

IM#: 14-0003185
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IM#: 16-0015446  |  SM: ELECTIVE ELEMENTS (EUROPEAN WALNUT WITH DARK BRONZE LEG), V.I.A., MEDIA:SCAPE,  
MASSAUD CONFERENCE CHAIR (DIVINA MELANGE 621), BINDU CHAIR (REMIX 143), SOTO STORAGE BOXES

Supporting  
Today’s Leaders

The demands on leaders have changed. 

They’re highly mobile and spend more time 

collaborating with widely distributed teams. 

Elective Elements, with natural materials and  

a refined aesthetic, provides a sense of refuge  

for today’s leaders, allowing them to think 

creatively, interact productively and lead 

effectively in environments that reflect their 

brands and cultures.
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IM#: 16-0015449  |  SM: ELECTIVE ELEMENTS (ASH WENGE LAMINATE AND ARCTIC WHITE LAMINATE WITH PLATINUM LEG), V.I.A., MEDIA:SCAPE, GESTURE CHAIR (HEATHER MIDNIGHT),  
LESSTHANFIVE SIDE CHAIR (LIGHT FADE MATTE), SOTO STORAGE BOXES, TOGETHER BENCH (HEATHER MIDNIGHT), SW_1 TABLE (ABSOLUTE CLEAR FROSTED GLASS WITH POLISHED ALUMINUM BASE)
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IM#: 16-0015448  |  SM: ELECTIVE ELEMENTS (GRAPHITE WALNUT WITH DARK BRONZE LEG, FUCHSIA BACK PAINTED GLASS AND ARCTIC WHITE LAMINATE MODESTY PANEL),  
V.I.A., MASSAUD CONFERENCE CHAIR (DIVINA MELANGE 120), LESSTHANFIVE SIDE CHAIR (LIGHT FADE MATTE), SOTO STORAGE BOXES, DASH LIGHT
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Private Yet Accessible

Focused concentration one minute—impromptu meeting 

the next. Elective Elements elegantly balances the privacy, 

visibility and accessibility leaders need to work effectively 

and efficiently. Layered and open storage options are 

designed to keep both professional tools and personal  

items visible and easily accessible.

IM#: 16-0015445  |  SM: ELECTIVE ELEMENTS (DESERT OAK WITH BLACK LEG), V.I.A., GESTURE CHAIR (DIVINA MELANGE 120),  
MEDIA:SCAPE, MASSAUD LOUNGE AND OTTOMAN (HEATHER MIDNIGHT), QIVI CHAIR (COCONUT)

IM#: 16-0015444

11
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IM#: 16-0042038 |  SM: ELECTIVE ELEMENTS (DESERT OAK WITH DARK BRONZE LEG AND WINTER BACK PAINTED GLASS),  
GESTURE CHAIR (REMIX PEBBLE), SW_1 LOUNGE (DESIGNTEX ROTHESAY MARBLE), MEDIA:SCAPE, SOTO LIGHT

IM#: 14-0001713

With limitless configurations, Elective Elements creates a range of applications 

with a similar visual language—from smaller spaces to larger, more open settings.  

Featuring wall-mounted, panel-supported and freestanding components, 

Elective Elements gives leaders the ability to effectively manage the changing 

needs of their teams while maintaining a refined aesthetic.

Integrated technology provides easy access to power and data, while storage 

and panel heights can be used to establish boundaries for privacy or deeper 

team interaction and integration.

Versatility 
Without 
Compromise



MOD - POSITIONING WITH INSIGHT SPREAD
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IM#: 16-0015443  |  SM: ELECTIVE ELEMENTS (ESPRESSO OAK, ARCTIC WHITE LAMINATE WITH PLATINUM LEG), V.I.A., THINK CHAIR (REMIX 762), LED PERSONAL TASK LIGHT



MOD - POSITIONING WITH INSIGHT SPREAD
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IM#: 16-0015442  |  SM: ELECTIVE ELEMENTS STORAGE (ARCTIC WHITE LAMINATE), OLOGY HEIGHT-ADJUSTABLE DESK (ASH WENGE LAMINATE WITH PLATINUM LEG),  
V.I.A., GESTURE CHAIR (REMIX 762), LAST MINUTE STOOL (HEATHER MIDNIGHT), DAVOS (DIVINA MELANGE 120), MASSAUD LOUNGE (HEATHER MIDNIGHT)



Material Difference

Rich veneers. Versatile laminates. Beautiful glass and metal finishes. Elective Elements 

offers an array of material choices, giving organizations extensive options to enhance 

their work environments and express their brands and cultures.

IM#: 14-0004047  |  SM: ELECTIVE ELEMENTS (STORM WENGE LAMINATE, MILK LAMINATE WITH NEAR BLACK METALLIC LEG), GESTURE CHAIR (REMIX CONCRETE GRAY), DASH LIGHT, SOTO STORAGE BOXES 
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MOD - POSITIONING SPREAD

IM#: 16-0015447  |  SM: ELECTIVE ELEMENTS (DESERT OAK, MIRRORED BRONZE BACK PAINTED GLASS), V.I.A., OLOGY HEIGHT-ADJUSTABLE DESK (DESERT OAK WITH BLACK LEG), GESTURE CHAIR (DIVINA MELANGE 120), 
SOTO LIGHT, MASSAUD LOUNGE AND OTTOMAN (REMIX 762), MILBRAE SOFA (REMIX 143), SEBASTOPOL TABLE (OAK EXTERIOR WITH WHITE HIGH GLOSS INTERIOR), CH44 LADDERBACK CHAIR (BLACK LEATHER)



IM#: 18-0106938

Mackinac



Designed for  
movement  
and transition.

Mackinac (pronounced MAK-uh-naw) re-envisions the 
workplace and helps people move, think and feel better  
by supporting the many different ways leaders and their  
teams work throughout the day—all in a compact footprint. 
With Mackinac, teams seamlessly flow between 
workmodes, saving time and maximizing productivity. 

Work the Best Way Possible

With a clean, elevated aesthetic and a wide range of 
configurations, Mackinac empowers different workstyles 
while enhancing any space. Mackinac supports power,  
a range of technology, and zones for focus, collaboration 
and respite. Its thoughtful design provides clear distinction 
between spaces so leaders and their teams can work in 
the best way possible for the task at hand.

IM# 18-0105276 IM# 18-0105272



IM# 18-0105280

IM# 18-0106938

IM# 18-0105270

IM# 18-0105273

Worksurfaces

Cantilevered worksurfaces are available in fixed-height seated  
and standing, and height-adjustable options to support a variety  
of work postures, while collaborative surfaces are available to  
support teamwork.

The cantilevered worksurface is supported by a column that  
attaches to the foundation—there are no posts or leg supports  
for users to maneuver around.

Simple Touch controller allows users to effortlessly adjust the 
worksurface up or down within a range of 27½"H–44½"H. 

Permanent power receptacles are located under the  
worksurface and are available with optional USB type A ports

Worksurface power receptacles are available with optional  
USB type A and type C ports.

Foundation

The foundation helps define spatial boundaries while supporting  
the worksurface cantilever.

Foundations are available with drawers for storage of personal  
items or important documents. 

The top skin of the foundation lifts off for easy access to power  
and cabling routed inside the foundation.

Tower

The tower can be customized with full-length fabric shrouds,  
half-length fabric shrouds, open shelves or a combination  
to provide varying levels of privacy. 

Towers are available with one or two fixed shelves and provide  
users an opportunity to customize their space and display  
personal items.

Technology

To accommodate teleconferencing and boost collaboration,  
towers can support a single monitor used with media:scape®  
Virtual PUCK. The Virtual PUCK receiver can be conveniently  
stored inside the foundation. 

media:scape mini can be placed directly on top of a  
collaborative surface as an alternative solution.



IM#: 13-0005976

PaybackTM

casegoods



Payback is the all-in-one solution that works hard in any 

professional setting. Furnish a meeting room, private office or 

entire workplace to fit your needs while maintaining consistency 

throughout. With thoughtful features and timeless design, 

Payback offers an unmatched return on investment.

PROFICIENT IN  
MANY AREAS. 

IM#: 13-0005977  |  Payback (Clear Maple);  Amia®, CrewTM and SawyerTM (Charcoal).
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Payback works hard in a variety of environments, including  

open work spaces and reception areas. Ideal for small 

businesses, Payback's broad selection of assembled and 

modular components can be configured and reconfigured  

all while maintaining a small footprint.

BIG RETURNS FOR 
SMALL BUSINESSES.

IM#: 13-0005986  |  Payback (Arctic White and Clear Oak); Reply® (Meadow).

54



IM#: 13-0006068  |  Payback (Clear Walnut); Tackboard (Polar Alloy); QiVi (Graphite), Amia (Bo Peep).

Payback offers a substantial combination of modular 

components and integrated power for today’s office. The  

vertical workwall provides open and closed storage options, 

freeing the top surface for work and collaboration.

DEFINING TODAY’S 
PRIVATE OFFICE.



From conference rooms to private offices, Payback is perfectly 

scaled to support a range of classic and executive spaces. Mix 

and match components to create a personalized yet consistent 

aesthetic for group collaboration or customer interaction.

ONE AESTHETIC  
FOR ALL SPACES.IM#: 13-0005978  |  Payback (Natural Cherry); Reply (Black).

9
IM#: 13-0005983  |  Payback (Natural Cherry); Think® (Black); Sawyer (Natural Cherry and Brisa Cream).

EXECUTIVE PAYBACK

Thicker worksurface edge  
available in flat edge band  
or optional ribbed profile. 



Continue a consistent aesthetic throughout the workplace,  

from small private enclaves for focused, independent work to 

intelligent group workspaces. When paired with FlexFrame® 

workwall, Payback offers an integrated solution to support  

real-time collaboration and HD videoconferencing.

FLEXIBLE IN  
EVERY SETTING.

INTEGRATED POWER

Workers can plug digital devices 
in through Payback’s integrated 
tabletop power and data outlets. 

IM#: 13-0005573  |  Payback (Acacia); FlexFrame (Acacia, Silver Alloy, Ice White); QiVi (Graphite).
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LAYERED STORAGE 

Payback supports real estate  
compression through layered storage 
options: mobile pedestals, freestanding 
storage and upper storage. 

IM#: 00-0000000

IM#: 13-0005991

IM#: 13-0005990

10

CABLE MANAGEMENT

Power is easily accessed through 
the rectangular table base. 

IM#: 13-0005982

IM#: 13-0005981



STORAGE DOORS

Doors available in both acrylic  
and laminate surfaces.

FLIP-UP POWER UNIT

Provides two power outlets  
at the worksurface.

Open or closed, filed or piled, Payback offers a wide-range of storage options 

to keep information and personal belongin  gs accessible and organized. 

EFFICIENT STORAGE.

IM#: 13-0005984  |  Payback (Chocolate Walnut); Reply® (Malt); DeckTM (Customiz stain); Jenny Club® (Acadia Iron).

IM#: 13-0005985

IM#: 13-0005980
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   V.I.A.TM

architectural solutions

IM#: 13-0004013



What if the foundation of today’s 
workplace was the vertical plane? 

What if that vertical plane could not only 
divide space, but bring people together?

Be a conduit for communication?

A canvas for brands?

A place where private conversations could 
remain private?

What if that intelligent plane was designed  
for today, but with the vision of what’s 
needed tomorrow?

That solution would be V.I.A.

Vertical. Intelligent. Architecture.

3

IM#: 13-0004013  |  SM: V.I.A. (SLATE MONITOR SHROUD, PLATINUM SEALS, ANODIZED ALUMINUM FRAME, CLEAR TEMPTERED GLASS, FABRIC COVERED STEEL SKIN IN DESIGNTEX® ROCKET GRAPHITE), 
FRAMEONETM (ARCTIC WHITE), REPLY® (WHITE), DIVISIOTM (CHARCOAL), SOTOTM LED LIGHT, SOTO II MOBILE CADDY, SOTO II LAUNCH PAD



V.I.A. not only defines space, but redefines the role vertical real 

estate plays in today's workplace. V.I.A. augments human interaction 

by providing true acoustical privacy and hosting technology. It 

provides a sense of permanence with the speed and design flexibility 

of a relocatable wall, allowing the creation of a range of applications. 

VERTICAL.
INTELLIGENT.
ARCHITECTURE.

54

IM#: 19-0121759
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IM#: 12-0001895

As the workplace changes and evolves new tensions 
develop about how and where we work.

The more mobile our devices allow us to be,  
the more we need fixed places to come together  
to connect and collaborate.

The smaller our technologies, the more  
we need scale to share and communicate  
effectively with others.

The more collaborative we become,  
the more we need time alone.

The more data we generate, the more we  
need places to help us make sense of it.

IM#: 13-0004162

IM#: 11-0001186

IM#: 10-0003090

THE CHALLENGE  
OF TODAY’S 
WORKPLACE.



PALETTE
OF PLACE. 

V.I.A. creates an environment of interrelated settings that 

allow people to choose where to work – with the right 

amount of sensory stimulation, physical support and 

technology tools appropriate for the work they're doing at 

that time. Workplaces designed for an interconnected world 

offer the right blend of spaces and solutions to support the 

ways people work today... and tomorrow.

98



IM#: 13-0004013  |  SM: V.I.A. (PLATINUM SEALS, ANODIZED ALUMINUM FRAME, CLEAR TEMPERED GLASS, MILK PAINT, 
FABRIC WRAPPED STEEL SKIN), COBI® STOOLS (ARCTIC WHITE AND WASABI), ROOMWIZARD®, SCAPESERIESTM (PLATINUM), ēno®

ēno WHITEBOARD
Integrated ēno® whiteboard and  
short throw projector enable teams to 
collaborate on digital content.

1111

EMBEDDED MONITORS
Embedded monitors connect with 
a media:scape table to seamlessly 
share content. A camera shelf 
provides HDVC support to connect 
with remote participants.

IM#: 13-0004005

IM# 13-0004055

IM#: 13-0004013  |  SM: V.I.A. (PLATINUM SEALS, ANODIZED ALUMINUM FRAME, CLEAR TEMPERED GLASS, MILK PAINT, FABRIC WRAPPED STEEL SKIN), 
COBI® STOOLS (ARCTIC WHITE AND WASABI), ROOMWIZARD®, SCAPESERIESTM (PLATINUM), ēno®

AUGMENT 
COLLABORATION.

Intelligent rooms keep distributed teams aligned and 

connected, leveraging both analog and digital information  

to foster collaboration. V.I.A. elegantly hosts technology 

to create portals between physical and virtual worlds.  

V.I.A. can provide true acoustical privacy for collaborative 

teams, as well as for workers in adjacent work spaces.

80% of organizations feel that they need to 
collaborate more. IBM 2010 HR Study

80%
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AUGMENT PRIVACY.

Dynamic, collaborative team spaces can be 

adjacent to focused workspaces without creating 

noise disturbances. To support workers with true 

acoustical privacy, V.I.A. is engineered with a 

unique acoustical intelligence: all frames and skins 

are manufactured with full acoustical seals.

62% of people who work in an office with 
other people, feel self-conscious about 
being overheard in a private conversation.
Harris Interactive Survey conducted on 
behalf of Steelcase

62%

IM#: 13-0005589  |  SM: V.I.A. (SLATE MONITOR SHROUD, PLATINUM SEALS, ANODIZED ALUMINUM FRAME, CLEAR TEMPERED GLASS, 
FABRIC COVERED STEEL SKIN IN DESIGNTEX GAMUT SOLAR), REGARDTM (DESIGNTEX GAMUT SOLAR), GESTURETM, DASH®, ROOMWIZARD®



IM#: 13-0004033

IM#: 19- 0123713
14

AUGMENT BRAND.

V.I.A. easily becomes a canvas to express brand and 

culture, while providing informal space to people to connect 

as they arrive to a meeting or after the meeting adjourns. With 

V.I.A., the exterior of the wall can work as hard as the interior, 

allowing you to maximize the value of your vertical real estate, 

creating places for employees to meet, socialize, inform and 

be informed. 

88% say it’s important for the workplace 
to attract and engage. 45% say it’s 
not happening. Steelcase Workplace 
Satisfaction Survey

88%
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Adding a monitor shroud skin easily converts a 
shared private office to a collaborative team space.

Glass skins and solid skins are interchangeable within the same frame, 
creating the flexibility to easily switch from single-glazed glass to double-
glazed glass or solid skins, as the needs of the space change. 

IM#: 13-0004032 IM#: 13-0004165

IM#: 13-0004164

Two small spaces can easily convert into a large 
team space by removing the back wall. The space 
can also support collaboration with the addition of 
a monitor shroud and whiteboards.

Frosted glass provides improved visual 
privacy for a team working in the space.

IM#: 13-0004167 IM#: 13-0004166

FUTURE FOCUSED.

V.I.A. not only allows you to realize your design vision today, 

but its embedded intelligence provides a platform for the 

future. With V.I.A. it’s easy to make small changes or large 

changes, blending a sense of permanence with flexibility for 

evolving business needs and future technologies.

17



ENGINEERED 
INTELLIGENCE.

V.I.A. is beautiful on the outside and intelligent on the inside.  

In fact, some of the most compelling things about V.I.A. are  

not even visible from the exterior.

18 19

ACOUSTICAL INTELLIGENCE 

V.I.A.’s approach to acoustical privacy will set a new performance benchmark in the industry. High-performance 

solid skins and glass frames, integrated seals at all touchpoints within the product (and between the product and 

the building architecture) and doors with static and operable seals maximize acoustical privacy without limiting  

re-configuration and re-use. Glass frames can easily be switched from single glazing to double glazing for 

improved acoustic privacy.

SENSE OF PERMANENCE 

V.I.A. delivers the stability and sense of permanence one would expect from fixed construction.  

This is achieved through a rigid, steel framework engineered to provide true structural support. 

SUPERIOR FIT AND FINISH 

V.I.A. is constructed of precisely manufactured components that are pre-assembled in the factory to enable 

efficient, precision on site installation. This level of precision drives the consistent visual detailing of the final  

installed product. The precision frame and mechanical skin attachment brackets are designed to properly  

align skins, minimizing time and reducing dependency on the installer’s skill level.

SAFETY AND SECURITY 

V.I.A. utilizes mechanical attachment brackets to attach the skins to the frames. These brackets provide positive 

visual feedback to installers to indicate when the skins are locked to the frame. Once locked in place, the skins are 

only removed by a special tool. It’s a simple thing that has a big impact on safety and security.
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GLASS FRONTS THOUGHTSTARTERS

INTEGRATED TECHNOLOGY THOUGHTSTARTERS

SOLID WALLS THOUGHTSTARTERS

20

DESIGN FREEDOM.

V.I.A. provides consistent and predictable visual detailing for a 

superior fit and finish. Whether you’re creating spaces built on 

standard modules to maximize reconfiguration, or spaces that 

are unique, expressive and off a grid, you can easily realize your 

vision. V.I.A. is designed parametrically, in increments of 1 ⁄32", 

eliminating dimensional specials.

V.I.A. is developed using the EnvisionIt methodology, which 

accelerates and links the design-build process.  

With EnvisionIt, you can:

Specify V.I.A. without the complexity of dimensional specials

Understand the visual and cost impact of design changes

Optimize inventory management and product reuse
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